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One of the most insightful texts on the subtle arts of confrontation and victory to emerge from
Asian culture, The Book of Five Rings analyzes the process of struggle and mastery over
conflict that underlies every level of human interaction. Written by the renowned Japanese
warrior Miyamoto Musashi in 1643, its principles for achieving success in combat have long
been lauded not only for their applicability to the martial arts but to all aspects of life. This
acclaimed translation from Thomas Cleary is immediately accessible, with an introduction that
presents the spiritual background of the warrior tradition. Along with Musashi’s text, Cleary
also translates another revered Japanese classic on leadership and strategy, The Book of
Family Traditions on the Art of War by Yagyu Munenori, which highlights the ethical and
spiritual insights of Taoism and Zen as they apply to the way of the warrior. This book is part of
the Shambhala Pocket Library series. The Shambhala Pocket Library is a collection of short,
portable teachings from notable figures across religious traditions and classic texts. The covers
in this series are rendered by Colorado artist Robert Spellman. The books in this collection
distill the wisdom and heart of the work Shambhala Publications has published over 50 years
into a compact format that is collectible, reader-friendly, and applicable to everyday life.
The Way of the Living Sword is the final installment in D.E. Tarver's popular Warrior Series. It
stands beside The Book of Five Rings by Miyamoto Musashi as one of the greatest writings of
the warrior mind. In The Way of the Living Sword, Munenori gives an in-depth explanation of
the connection between physical martial arts and the mental process of Zen. While Munenori
and Musashi were both avid students of Zen, Munenori was more fascinated by the academic
aspects of the philosophy. Munenori stretches the consciousness of even the most enlightened
martial artist. Martial arts devotees will experience many flashes of revelation as Tarver
explores the various aspects of Munenori's approach. Read and grow!
*Includes pictures *Includes excerpts of contemporary accounts *Includes a bibliography for
further reading "Study strategy over the years and achieve the spirit of the warrior. Today is
victory over yourself of yesterday; tomorrow is your victory over lesser men." - Miyamoto
Musashi Samurai Sasaki Kojiro was growing increasingly impatient as he waited on the beach
at Funa Island in Kokura. An undefeated master swordsman, he was tense and his anger was
getting the better of him. He was on the small island for a duel, a clash of steel between two
swordsmen where a man's life could end in seconds. The duel was the ultimate test of the
swordsman, and Sasaki, one of the best in Japan, was known as "The Demon of the Western
Provinces." However, the Sasaki on the beach did not resemble the fierce warrior of his
reputation as he paced back and forth, frustrated by the tardiness of his opponent: the
enigmatic Miyamoto Musashi. Sasaki knew nothing about Musashi except that the mysterious
swordsman was undefeated, because aside from that, little was known about Musashi's style
or lineage. Although Musashi did have a reputation for keeping a rather unkempt appearance
and an unpredictable personality, the mysterious swordsman also was the subject of conflicting
stories about his courage and prowess. Though he was understandably confident, Sasaki did
not underestimate his opponent, who finally arrived to the island on a small boat. Sasaki
noticed something shocking: Musashi did not bring a sword. Instead Musashi, who appeared
as if he had just rolled out of bed, brought a wooden oar carved into a makeshift sword as his
dueling weapon. Sasaki was furious, and though he was beyond insulted, he drew his sword
and prepared to fight to the death. The duel between the two masters thus began with one of
them having no sword at all. Little may have been known about Musashi at the time, but
centuries later, he is the most infamous and renowned warrior in Japanese history. As a
veteran of the Battle of Sekigahara (1600), Naiwa (1615), and the Shimabara Rebellion in
Hizen (1637-1638), Musashi was a seasoned battlefield soldier, went undefeated in over 60
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duels, and authored an essential book on strategy, Go Rin No Sho (The Book of Five Rings).
He invented a swordsmanship style called Hi-no-shita Kaizan Shimmei Miyamoto Musashi
Masana-ryu, a two sword style that some historians think Musashi may have come up with
after being influenced by the two-handed drumming of Japanese drummers. His style has
continued to be an influence on the practice of kendo into the modern era. Adding to his legend
was the fact that Musashi did not look like a typical samurai warrior. He was widely reported to
have never bathed, never washed his hair, and did present himself like a man with a position in
the ruling samurai class. This man, considered to be Japan's finest swordsman, looked more
like a wandering vagabond than an elegant, aristocratic warrior. The typical samurai employed
by daimyos were expected to be properly dressed and groomed, with clean clothes and neatly
cut hair. Some samurai even applied rouge to their cheeks to appear healthy and ready to die
for their lords. Musashi, on the other hand, seemed to have appeared out of thin air, claiming
no famous teacher, school, or lineage. He also never entered long term service with a daimyo,
married, or settled down (although he did serve a number of different prestigious clans).
Instead, he wandered throughout the island of Japan as a free spirit, apparently valuing
observation and intuition far above technique. Shockingly, he also rarely used a real sword while he respected the sword, he was not beholden to it and often used whatever was
available to duel an opponent. In the same vein, he taught his own students to avoid
preferences or to rely on any one tool. Put simply, Musashi was a Japanese warrior like no
other.
Part Samurai history, part martial arts guide, this is THE book for anyone interested in Japan's
fabled Samurai culture. Author Alexander Bennett is the ultimate insider—holding multiple black
belts in Kendo and Naginata, as well as a Ph.D. in Japanese literature and history. In this book
he shares his vast personal experience and knowledge with readers seeking to undertake their
own personal quest in the Japanese martial arts. Bennett outlines the Japanese history of
Bushido and the Samurai—from early times up until the present. Then, as only someone
steeped in this world can, he surveys the contemporary martial arts scene and provides the
essential knowledge young foreigners need to find a teacher and learn successfully. Unlike any
other book on this subject, Japan The Ultimate Samurai Guide is written by a Japanese
speaker who has studied and taught martial arts in Japan for many decades. Chapters include:
The Real Samurai The Concept of Bushido Development of the Japanese Martial Arts Martial
Arts Masters You Should Know About Budo in Japan Today Key Martial Arts Concepts Life in
a Japanese Dojo A Japan Survival Guide Written in a down-to-earth and easy-to-read style,
this book will captivate anyone interested in Japan, as well as martial arts teachers and
practitioners around the world. With both history and humor, this vividly illustrated book has a
more personal touch than many (for example, read up on "Fifteen Famous Japanese Cultural
Indiosyncrasies" and Bennett's favorite martial arts movies). As Bennett says, "This book is
supposed to be genuinely from the heart. Without the pretense…misconceptions or
romantization that often accompanies martial arts."
* Our summary is short, simple and pragmatic. It allows you to have the essential ideas of a big
book in less than 30 minutes. By reading this summary, you will discover the precepts of one of
Japan's greatest samurai, Miyamoto Musashi, founder of the Two-Sword School, which
combine strategy, philosophy and spirituality. You will also discover that : the handling of the
sword is an art; a warrior can also be a philosopher and an artist; technique, discipline and
spirituality lead to victory. Through the five stages of his teaching, Samurai Miyamoto Musashi
gives his disciples the keys to a true way of life. The "Treatise of the Five Wheels" invites
today's reader to meditation and some form of wisdom. *Buy now the summary of this book for
the modest price of a cup of coffee!
This book on strategy, tactics, and philosophy is often grouped with "The Art of War" by Sun
Tzu, "On War" by Von Clauswitz and is still studied today. To learn a Japanese martial art is to
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learn Zen, and although you can't do so simply by reading a book, it sure does help--especially
if that book is The Book of Five Rings. One of Japan's great samurai sword masters penned in
decisive, unfaltering terms this certain path to victory, and like Sun Tzu's The Art of War it is
applicable not only on the battlefield but also in all forms of competition. Always observant,
creating confusion, striking at vulnerabilities--these are some of the basic principles. Going
deeper, we find suki, the interval of vulnerability, of indecisiveness, of rest, the briefest but
most vital moment to strike. In succinct detail, Miyamoto records ideal postures, blows, and
psychological tactics to put the enemy off guard and open the way for attack. Most important of
all is Miyamoto's concept of rhythm, how all things are in harmony, and that by working with the
rhythm of a situation we can turn it to our advantage with little effort. But like Zen, this requires
one task above all else, putting the book down and going out to practice.
The Book of Five Rings is one of the most insightful texts on the subtle arts of confrontation
and victory to emerge from Asian culture. Written not only for martial artists but for anyone who
wants to apply the timeless principles of this text to their life, the book analyzes the process of
struggle and mastery over conflict that underlies every level of human interaction.The Book of
Five Rings was composed in 1643 by the famed duelist and undefeated samurai Miyamoto
Musashi. Thomas Cleary's translation is immediately accessible, with an introduction that
presents the spiritual background of the warrior tradition. Along with Musashi's text, Cleary
translates here another important Japanese classic on leadership and strategy, The Book of
Family Traditions on the Art of War by Yagyu Munenori, which highlights the ethical and
spiritual insights of Taoism and Zen as they apply to the way of the warrior.

The classic samurai novel about the real exploits of the most famous swordsman.
Miyamoto Musashi was the child of an era when Japan was emerging from
decades of civil strife. Lured to the great Battle of Sekigahara in 1600 by the
hope of becoming a samurai--without really knowing what it meant--he regains
consciousness after the battle to find himself lying defeated, dazed and wounded
among thousands of the dead and dying. On his way home, he commits a rash
act, becomes a fugitive and brings life in his own village to a standstill--until he is
captured by a weaponless Zen monk. The lovely Otsu, seeing in Musashi her
ideal of manliness, frees him from his tortuous punishment, but he is recaptured
and imprisoned. During three years of solitary confinement, he delves into the
classics of Japan and China. When he is set free again, he rejects the position of
samurai and for the next several years pursues his goal relentlessly, looking
neither to left nor to right. Ever so slowly it dawns on him that following the Way
of the Sword is not simply a matter of finding a target for his brute strength.
Continually striving to perfect his technique, which leads him to a unique style of
fighting with two swords simultaneously, he travels far and wide, challenging
fighters of many disciplines, taking nature to be his ultimate and severest teacher
and undergoing the rigorous training of those who follow the Way. He is
supremely successful in his encounters, but in the Art of War he perceives the
way of peaceful and prosperous governance and disciplines himself to be a real
human being. He becomes a reluctant hero to a host of people whose lives he
has touched and been touched by. And, inevitably, he has to pit his skill against
the naked blade of his greatest rival. Musashi is a novel in the best tradition of
Japanese story telling. It is a living story, subtle and imaginative, teeming with
memorable characters, many of them historical. Interweaving themes of
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unrequited love, misguided revenge, filial piety and absolute dedication to the
Way of the Samurai, it depicts vividly a world Westerners know only vaguely. Full
of gusto and humor, it has an epic quality and universal appeal. The novel was
made into a three-part movie by Director Hiroshi Inagai. For more information,
visit the Shopping area
Written circa 1645, The Book of Five Rings is considered a classic treaty on
military strategy, much like Sun Tzu's "The Art of War". The author was a
samurai warrior called Miyamoto Musashi and he wrote the text on his expert
teachings of kenjutsu (the art of the sword) and the martial arts in general. Here,
Musashi's text is interpreted for the modern day world and offers 52 simple - yet
powerful - and proven techniques to help deal with conflict and can be applied to
business, career and home life. Leo Gough's interpretation of Musashi's work
illustrates the timeless nature of his insights by bringing them to life through
modern case studies. This brilliant interpretation of The Book of Five Rings is an
entertaining accompaniment to one of the most famous books on military strategy
ever written.
Miyamoto Musashi, the legendary samurai, is known throughout the world as a
master swordsman, a spiritual seeker, and the author of the classic Book of Five
Rings. This graphic novel treatment of his amazing life is both a vivid account of
a fascinating period in feudal Japan and a portrait of courageous, iconoclastic
samurai who wrestled with philosophical and spiritual ideas that are as relevant
today as they were in his time. For Musashi, the way of the martial arts was
about mastery of the mind rather than simply technical prowess. Over 350 years
after his death, Musashi still intrigues us—and his Book of Five Rings is essential
reading for students of all martial arts and those interested in cultivating strategic
mind.
In "A Book of Five Rings," Miyamoto Musashi takes the reader into a world filled
to the brim with devotion, self-respect, discipline, honesty and purity of thought.
Written originally for warriors and samurai in a completely different time and
culture, Musashi's book provides a remarkable source of inspiration for selfdevelopment today. His teachings are concise and to the point. He uses phrases
like "you must understand this" and "you must practice diligently" and explains
only general, but unquestionable and fundamental, concepts of the Way of the
Warrior. While some of his guidelines are are not directly applicable in our time
and age, those about striving to achieve improvement on the inside as well as the
outside couldn't be more on target. Taken literally this book is about how to
become an efficient, albeit enlightened, killer. It's value comes from reading
between the lines--lines which speak volumes.
This graphic novel version of The Book of Five Rings, the iconic book of
confrontation and victory by the famed seventeenth-century duelist and
undefeated samurai Miyamoto Musashi, illuminates this brilliant manifesto, which
has long inspired martial artists and anyone interested in cultivating a strategic
mind. With evocative drawings and a distilled but faithful text adapted by
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acclaimed manga writer Sean Michael Wilson, The Book of Five Rings comes
alive both as a guide to swordsmanship and strategy, and as a view into
Musashi’s world.
Honour, duty, vengeance... The way of the Samurai. A thrilling new adventure
from a bold new voice in historical fiction, for fans of Conn Iggulden Scholar.
Warrior. Samurai. His name was Bennosuke, son of the great Munisai Shinmen,
known throughout the empire as one of the greatest warriors who ever lived. His
destiny was to become a great warrior like his father - a Samurai, one of the most
feared and respected in the world. But before fame comes action, and
Bennosuke must prove himself on the battlefield before he can claim his
inheritance. And in his way stands the vengeful Hayato, son of Lord Nakata, the
face of the enemy, a man who is determined to kill Bennosuke. It is a battle
between honour and vengeance, pride and reputation. And Bennosuke must look
death in the eye before he can call himself a warrior. Before he can call himself
Musashi, the greatest warrior of all time… 'A fascinating, exciting book, beautifully
observed. Kirkcreates characters of great depth. An absolute gem' Conn
Iggulden 'Mr Kirk restores my faith in historical fiction to bring lost worlds to life.
Bravo! The keenest and most vivid evocation of the inner life of the East since
James Clavell's Shogun'Steven Pressfield, author of Gates of Fire
Miyamoto Musashi (1584?1645) was the legendary samurai known throughout
the world as a master swordsman, spiritual seeker, and author of the classic
book on strategy, the Book of Five Rings. Over 350 years after his death,
Musashi and his legacy still fascinate us and continue to inspire artists, authors,
and filmmakers. Here, respected translator and expert on samurai culture William
Scott Wilson has created both a vivid account of a fascinating period in feudal
Japan and a portrait of the courageous, iconoclastic samurai who wrestled with
philosophical and spiritual ideas that are as relevant today as they were in his
time. For Musashi, the way of the martial arts was about mastery of the mind
rather than simply technical prowess—and it is this path to mastery that is the core
teaching in his Book of Five Rings. This volume includes supplemental material
on Musashi’s legacy as a martial arts icon, his impact on literature and film, and
the influence of his Book of Five Rings.
This classic samurai-era text fused Japanese swordsmanship with Zen and
influenced the direction that the art has taken ever since. Written by the
seventeenth-century Zen master Takuan Soho (1573–1645), The Unfettered
Mind is a book of advice on swordsmanship and the cultivation of right mind and
intention. It was written as a guide for the samurai Yagyu Munenori, who was a
great swordsman and rival to the legendary Miyamoto Musashi. Takuan was a
giant in the history of Zen; he was also a gardener, calligrapher, poet, author,
adviser to samurai and shoguns, and a pivotal figure in Zen painting. He was
known for his brilliance and acerbic wit. In these succinct and pointed essays,
Takuan is concerned primarily with understanding and refining the mind—both
generally and when faced with conflict. The Unfettered Mind was a major
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influence on the classic manifestos on swordsmanship that came after it,
including Miyamoto Musashi's Book of Five Rings and Yagyu Munenori's LifeGiving Sword.
Drawing on a large number of neglected original sources, A Life in Arms reveals
how events deeply buried in Musashi's past set him on the hard path to successa path that began with the brutal slaying of Arima Kihei, led to the fall of the
illustrious Yoshioka clan, and culminated in his dramatic encounter with Sasaki
Kojir? on Ganry? island.
For centuries, The Book of Five Rings has been a resource for gaining insight
into the mind of the warrior spirit. The famous Samurai, Miyamoto Musashi,
originally wrote the work in 1645. Musashi, the Sword Saint, as he is known in
Japan, killed his first man in a duel when he was only thirteen. He went on to fight
in over sixty duels and never once lost. In The Book of Five Rings, Musashi
recorded his secrets to success which are applicable to martial arts and any
modern situation involving confrontation. Until The Book of Five Rings, the many
translations of his original work are written from an academic standpoint because
the authors have little with the sword or martial arts. D.E. Tarver brings a lifetime
of experience in sword training, martial arts and business to this version, and the
result is a highly motivating and easy to understand book. If you are serious
about winning in any area of your life, The Book of Five Rings is the definitive
guide to victory.
IN THE EPIC HISTORICAL NOVEL SWORD OF HONOR, DAVID KIRK
CONTINUES THE SAGA OF MUSASHI MIYAMOTO, THE GREATEST
SWORDSMAN IN JAPANESE HISTORY, AS HE JOURNEYS TO THE
ANCIENT CITY OF KYOTO TO FIGHT FOR HIS LIFE AND HIS IDEALS. Having
survived the cataclysmic battle of Sekigahara, which established the mighty
Tokugawa Shogunate, young Musashi Miyamoto travels through Japan
determined to proclaim his revolutionary epiphany that the “way of the samurai,”
the ancient code that binds warriors to their masters, needs to be abolished. But
during the battle Musashi insulted an adept of the powerful Yoshioka school, and
a price has been put on his head. Musashi is drawn to Kyoto, domain of the
Yoshioka, driven by anger and certain that he will deal a crushing blow to the
traditional samurai dogma by destroying the school. Musashi will learn, however,
that the capital of the nation is rife with intrigue and potential rebellion against the
newly established government, a struggle into which he unwittingly enters.
Among other outcasts, Musashi will find the worth of his spectacular skill with the
sword weighed against the deep cunning of manipulative Lords, and must make
his reckoning with the Yoshioka, the way of the samurai, and ultimately his own
nature. Only then will he be able to take one step closer to becoming the wise old
sage who wrote The Book of Five Rings. Sword of Honor seamlessly blends
meticulous research, mesmerizing action sequences, and a driving narrative to
bring this extraordinary figure to life.
Limited Time Promotional Offer The Book of Five Rings In "The Book of Five
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Rings," Miyamoto Musashi takes the reader into a world filled to the brim with
devotion, self-respect, discipline, honesty and purity of thought. Written originally
for warriors and samurai in a completely different time and culture, Musashi's
book provides a remarkable source of inspiration for self-development today. His
teachings are concise and to the point. He uses phrases like "you must
understand this" and "you must practice diligently" and explains only general, but
unquestionable and fundamental, concepts of the Way of the Warrior. While
some of his guidelines are are not directly applicable in our time and age, those
about striving to achieve improvement on the inside as well as the outside
couldn't be more on target. Taken literally this book is about how to become an
efficient, albeit enlightened, killer. It's value comes from reading between the
lines... lines which speak volumes. About Miyamoto Musashi: Miyamoto Musashi
(1584-1645), was a Japanese swordsman and ronin. Musashi, as he was often
simply known, became renowned through stories of his excellent swordsmanship
in numerous duels, even from a very young age. The founder of a style of
swordsmanship, he also wrote The Book of Five Rings, a book on strategy,
tactics, and philosophy that is still studied today. Miyamoto Musashi is widely
considered a Kensei and one of the greatest warriors of all time.
Miyamoto Musashi (c. 1584-1645) is the most revered and celebrated
swordsman in Japanese history; unfortunately, our modern portrait of this folk
hero is derived mainly from popular books, comics, and film, with little heed paid
to the early records by men who knew Musashi, practiced with Musashi, and
went into battle with Musashi. Spanning a period of more than a decade, the
author set out to translate all surviving records on Musashi. The result is a body
of text comprising some 150,000 words, mostly written during Japan's feudal era.
They range from original accounts of duels, battles, and sieges, local histories
and topographies, down to personal correspondence, clan records, family
lineages, and roll calls. The fruit of that labor of love, the groundbreaking threepart The Real Musashi: Origins of a Legend series makes available to the
English reader virtually all of the extant early historical material relevant to the life
of this enigmatic and solitary swordsman. All texts are accompanied by extensive
notes that help to clarify and put them in perspective. Part III, A Miscellany,
presents translations of nearly two dozen texts describing important events in
Musashi's life, dating from the mid-seventeenth to the late-nineteenth century.
They include the Tomari jinja munefuda, by Musashi's adopted son Iori; the
Yoshioka-den, the clan records of the rivaling Yoshioka clan, the K k zatsuroku,
describing Musashi's heroic role in the siege of Osaka castle; the Dobo goen, on
his liaison with a Yoshiwara geisha; the S ky -sama o-degatari on his role in the
Shimabara Rebellion; and the Numata kaki, written by the keeper of the castle
where Musashi stayed at the time of his famous duel on Ganryu Island. "
Musashi, best known for The Book of Five Rings, is the most famous samurai of
all time, and this biography critically examines his life and writings, separates fact
and fiction, and gives a clear picture of the man behind the myth, as well as puts
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the historical and philosophical aspects of the text into context and illuminates the
etymological nuances of particular Japanese words and phrases.
Miyamoto Musashi’s The Book of Five Rings offers simple, powerful, proven
techniques from a classic treatise on military strategy to deal with conflict in our
businesses, careers and home lives. Leo Gough transforms Musashi’s wise
words into a handy, practical guide to prevailing over our opponents; all without a
bloodied sword in sight!
The classic samurai novel about the real exploits of the most famous swordsman.
Miyamoto Musashi was the child of an era when Japan was emerging from
decades of civil strife. Lured to the great Battle of Sekigahara in 1600 by the
hope of becoming a samurai--without really knowing what it meant--he regains
consciousness after the battle to find himself lying defeated, dazed and wounded
among thousands of the dead and dying. On his way home, he commits a rash
act, becomes a fugitive and brings life in his own village to a standstill--until he is
captured by a weaponless Zen monk. The lovely Otsu, seeing in Musashi her
ideal of manliness, frees him from his tortuous punishment, but he is recaptured
and imprisoned. During three years of solitary confinement, he delves into the
classics of Japan and China. When he is set free again, he rejects the position of
samurai and for the next several years pursues his goal relentlessly, looking
neither to left nor to right. Ever so slowly it dawns on him that following the Way
of the Sword is not simply a matter of finding a target for his brute strength.
Continually striving to perfect his technique, which leads him to a unique style of
fighting with two swords simultaneously, he travels far and wide, challenging
fighters of many disciplines, taking nature to be his ultimate and severest teacher
and undergoing the rigorous training of those who follow the Way. He is
supremely successful in his encounters, but in the Art of War he perceives the
way of peaceful and prosperous governance and disciplines himself to be a real
human being He becomes a reluctant hero to a host of people whose lives he
has touched and been touched by. And, inevitably, he has to pit his skill against
the naked blade of his greatest rival. Musashi is a novel in the best tradition of
Japanese story telling. It is a living story, subtle and imaginative, teeming with
memorable characters, many of them historical. Interweaving themes of
unrequited love, misguided revenge, filial piety and absolute dedication to the
Way of the Samurai, it depicts vividly a world Westerners know only vaguely. Full
of gusto and humor, it has an epic quality and universal appeal. The novel was
made into a three-part movie by Director Hiroshi Inagai. For more information,
visit the Shopping area
The culmination of 25 years of research, Alex Bennett's groundbreaking English
translation of Miyamoto Musashi's The Book of Five Rings reveals the true meaning of
the original work. This piece of writing by famed samurai Musashi (1584-1645) is the
single-most influential work on samurai swordsmanship, offering insights into samurai
history, the Zen Buddhist state of "no-mind" that enables warriors to triumph and the
philosophical meaning of Bushido--"the way of the warrior." Until now, English
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translations of The Book of Five Rings have been based on inaccurate copies of
Musashi's long-lost original manuscript. Bennett's translation is the first to be based on
a careful reconstruction of the original text by Japan's foremost Musashi scholar. By
identifying discrepancies among the existing copies, adding missing texts and
correcting over 150 incorrect characters, this source is the closest representation of
Musashi's original work possible. Utilizing this new source, Bennett captures the subtle
nuance of the classic Japanese text, resulting in the most accurate English translation
of The Book of Five Rings available. The texts are richly annotated by Bennett, who
includes an extensive introduction on Musashi's life and legacy. This paperback edition
also includes a new introduction by Kendo Kyoshi 7th Dan Graham Sayer, who talks
about the influence Musashi's writings have had on him as a person and martial artist.
The Complete Musashi: The Book of Five Rings and Other Works will be widely read by
those interested in Japanese culture, Samurai history and martial arts--setting a new
standard against which all other translations will be measured.
"There is nothing outside of yourself that can ever enable you to get better, stronger,
richer, quicker or smarter. Everything is within. Everything exists. Seek nothing outside
of yourself." - Miyamoto Musashi This book details the life of Miyamoto Musashi who
lived in Japan between the 16th and 17th centuries. He is considered the greatest
swordsman that ever lived. In the pages that follow, you will be taken on a journey
through his life. You will intimately discover the man, his philosophy of life, and his
legacy. In this book, Andrew Wright passionately articulates Musashi's values and gives
us a unique glimpse into the mind of a warrior and military commander. Drawn to
conflict without hesitation, he was also a contemplative man who wrote a few books,
including his masterpiece titled A Book of Five Rings. The author also summarizes
these texts, revealing the intricacies of his thoughts. Musashi was elaborate in his
planning, and a perfectionist. This will be clear to readers as they delve deeper into the
gripping narrative on how he devised his strategies, and sized up his opponents. He
also understood how the choice of weapon and terrain turned the odds of winning in his
favor. Miyamoto Musashi died in a cave at the foot of a mountain to where he retired
toward the end of his life. He was dressed in full battle gear. He is revered by many and
regarded as an almost mythical figure. This book celebrates Musashi's versatility, his
art of becoming one with his sword, and his relentless pursuit of perfection! Scroll up
and click the Buy Now button to purchase this book!! You will find it a delightful read!!
Investigates the history and philosophy of this traditional form of Japanese sword
fighting
Bushido: The Soul of Japan written by Inazo Nitobe was one of the first books on
samurai ethics that was originally written in English for a Western audience, and has
been subsequently translated into many other languages (also Japanese). Nitobe found
in Bushido, the Way of the Warrior, the sources of the virtues most admired by his
people: rectitude, courage, benevolence, politeness, sincerity, honor, loyalty and selfcontrol, and he uses his deep knowledge of Western culture to draw comparisons with
Medieval Chivalry, Philosophy, and Christianity.
A vivid, multi-faceted portrait of feudal Japan and the legendary samurai who wrote the
classic martial arts text The Book of Five Rings Born in 1584, Miyamoto Musashi was
the legendary samurai known throughout the world as a master swordsman, spiritual
seeker, and author of the classic book on strategy, The Book of Five Rings. Over 350
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years after his death, Musashi and his legacy still fascinate readers worldwide, inspiring
artists, authors, and filmmakers. In The Lone Samurai, respected translator and expert
on samurai culture William Scott Wilson presents both a vivid account of a fascinating
period in feudal Japan and a portrait of the courageous, iconoclastic samurai who
wrestled with philosophical and spiritual ideas that are as relevant today as they were in
his time. For Musashi, the way of the martial arts was about mastery of the mind rather
than simply technical prowess—and it is this path to mastery that is the core teaching in
his Book of Five Rings. This special volume includes supplemental material on
Musashi’s legacy as a martial arts icon, his impact on literature and film, and the
influence of his Book of Five Rings.
A full biography of Japanese swordsman Miyamoto Musashi
This classic interpertation of Miyamoto Musashi's famous Book of Five Rings is
intended specifically for the martial artist—as Miyamoto Musashi originally intended. It
explains the underlying truths necessary for a full understanding of Musashi's message
for warriors. The result is an enthralling book on martial strategy that combines the
instincts of the warrior with the philosophies of Zen Buddhism, Shintoism, Confucianism
and Taoism. It is a crucial book for every martial artist to read and understand. Like the
original, this classic book of strategy is divided into five sections. The Book of Earth lays
the groundwork for anyone wishing to understand Musashi's teachings; the Book of
Water explains the warrior's approach to strategy; the Book of Fire teaches
fundamental fighting techniques based on the Earth and Water principles; the Book of
Wind describes differences between Musashi's own martial style and the styles of other
fighting schools; while the Book of No-thing describes the "way of nature" as
understood through an "unthinking" existing preconception. Famed martial artist and
bestselling author Stephen Kaufman has translated this classic without the usual
academic or commercial bias, driving straight into the heart of Musashi's martial
teachings and interpreting them for his fellow martial artists. The result is an enthralling
combination of warrior wisdom and philosophical truths that Musashi offered to other
warriors who wished to master the martial way of bushido.
Translated from the Japanese by Charles C. Terry.

The Complete Book of Five Rings is an authoritative version of Musashi’s classic
The Book of Five Rings, translated and annotated by a modern martial arts
master, Kenji Tokitsu. Tokitsu has spent most of his life researching the
legendary samurai swordsman and his works, and in this book he illuminates this
seminal text, along with several other works by Musashi. These include "The
Mirror of the Way of Strategy," which Musashi wrote when he was in his twenties;
"Thirty-five Instructions on Strategy," and "Forty-two Instructions on Strategy,"
which were precursors to The Book of Five Rings; and "The Way to Be Followed
Alone," which Musashi wrote just days before his death. Read together, these
five texts give readers an unusually detailed, nuanced view of Musashi’s ideas
on swordsmanship, strategy, and self-cultivation. Tokitsu puts all these writings
into historical and philosophical context and makes them accessible and relevant
to today’s readers and martial arts students. Tokitsu understands Musashi’s
writings—and Musashi as a martial artist—unusually well and is able to provide a
rare insight into the man and his historical contribution.
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Miyamoto Musashi (1584–1645) is the most famous Samurai who ever lived. His
magnum opus, the Go-Rin-Sho or Book of Five Rings is a classic that is still read
by tens of thousands of people each year—Japanese and foreigners alike. Alex
Bennett's groundbreaking new translation of The Book of Five Rings reveals the
true meaning of this text for the first time. Like Sun Tzu's The Art of War,
Musashi's book offers unique insights, not just for warriors, but for anyone
wanting to apply the Zen Buddhist principle of awareness to achieve success in
their endeavors. This book sheds new light on Japanese history and on the
philosophical meaning of Bushido—the ancient "code of the Japanese warrior."
Unlike other translations that are based on incomplete and inaccurate versions of
Musashi's work, Bennett's is the first to be based on a careful reconstruction of
the long-lost original manuscript. Capturing the subtle nuances of the original
Japanese classic, the result is a far more accurate and meaningful English
version of The Book of Five Rings text. Richly annotated and with an extensive
introduction to Musashi's life, this version includes a collection of his other
writings—translated into English for the first time. A respected scholar, as well as
a skilled martial artist, Bennett's understanding of Musashi's life and work is
unparalleled. This book will be widely read by students of Japanese culture,
history, military strategy, and martial arts. It sets a new standard against which all
other translations will be measured.
Miyamoto Musashi, who lived in Japan in the fifteenth century, was a renowned
samurai warrior. He has become a martial arts icon, known not just as an
undefeated dueler, but also as a master of battlefield strategy. Kenji Tokitsu turns
a critical eye on Musashi's life and writings, separating fact from fiction, and
giving a clear picture of the man behind the myth. Musashi's best-known work,
The Book of Five Rings, provides timeless insight into the nature of conflict.
Tokitsu translates and provides extensive commentary on that popular work, as
well as three other short texts on strategy that were written before it, and a
longer, later work entitled "The Way to Be Followed Alone." Tokitsu is a
thoughtful and informed guide, putting the historical and philosophical aspects of
the text into context, and illuminating the etymological nuances of particular
Japanese words and phrases. As a modern martial artist and a scholar, Tokitsu
provides a view of Musashi's life and ideas that is accessible and relevant to
today's readers and martial arts students.
The embodiment of the ancient knowledge that underlies the dedication-toperfection philosophy of Japan • How mastering these specific movement
sequences known as katas provides a way to deepen one’s martial arts practice
spiritually • Explores the psychological and social importance of the katas in
martial arts and Japanese society, including their role in seppuku (ritual suicide) •
Includes many examples from the lives of famous masters, from the legendary
samurai Miyamoto Musashi to 20th-century poet Yukio Mishima An essential part
of the martial arts of Japan, such as sumo and karate, the katas are specific
sequences of movement that originated during Sakoku, Japan’s period of
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closure to the outside world from 1633 until 1853. The dedication-to-perfection
philosophy of the katas, ubiquitous in Japanese society, is vital to understanding
the spiritual aspects of their martial arts as well as other traditional Japanese
arts, such as flower arranging, chad? (tea ceremonies), and kabuki theater. With
examples from the lives of famous masters, from legendary samurai Miyamoto
Musashi to 20th-century poet Yukio Mishima, this book explores the
psychological and social importance of the katas, including their role in seppuku
(ritual suicide), the student-master relationship, and gyo (the point at which the
practitioner breaks the mold of the kata and begins to embody it). Looking at their
origins in the warrior class and how this pursuit of perfection is ultimately a way to
accept the power of death, the author explains how performing the katas
transmits ancient knowledge much deeper than just technical movements,
providing a way to deepen one’s martial arts practice spiritually.
In Legends of the Samurai, Hiroaki Sato confronts both the history and the
legend of the samurai, untangling the two to present an authentic picture of these
legendary warriors. Through his masterful translations of original samurai tales,
laws, dicta, reports, and arguments accompanied by insightful commentary, Sato
chronicles the changing ethos of the Japanese warrior from the samurai's
historical origins to his rise to political power. A fascinating look at Japanese
history as seen through the evolution of the samurai, Legends of the Samurai
stands as the ultimate authority on its subject.
The Samurai Series brings together three of the most important books dealing
with the Samurai path and philosophy into one deluxe, illustrated hardcover
volume. "The Book of Five Rings" was written by Miyamoto Musashi, a Samurai
of legendary renown, about 1645. It is a masterpiece of simple exposition written
by a master swordsman, who, near the end of his spectacular life, tried earnestly
to explain the essentials of individual combat and the essence of being a
Samurai. His book is widely considered to a cornerstone of the philosophy of
"Bushido." "Hagakure - The Way of the Samurai," which means: "Hidden by
Leaves," was composed from dialogs by the famous Samurai Yamamoto
Tsunetomo, by a scribe, Tashiro Tsuramoto, about 1716 AD. It explains the
major ideas and philosophy that are essential to the "way of the Samurai," by
which is meant the "way of dying." It contains numerous tales of various Samurai
and their deeds which illustrate their philosophy and practice. "Bushido - The
Soul of Japan" by Inazo Nitobe was first published 1899. It is an extremely
literate presentation by a Japanese intellectual who wished to present Japan and
its fundamental philosophy in a way that could be understood by Westerners. It
describes how the Shinto religion and Buddhism are the underpinnings of the
essentially militaristic view of honor and life that are inherent in Bushido, the
Samurai code. Excerpt from The Book of Five Rings. Reprinted by permission.
All rights reserved. The Gaze in Strategy The gaze should be large and broad.
This is the twofold gaze, "Perception and Sight." Perception is strong and sight,
weak. In strategy, it is important to see distant things as if they were close, and to
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take a distanced view of close things. It is important in strategy to know the
enemy's sword, yet not be distracted by insignificant movements of his sword.
You must study this. The gaze is the same for single combat and for large-scale
strategy. It is necessary in strategy to be able to look to both sides without
moving the eyeballs. You cannot master this ability quickly. Learn what is written
here; use this gaze in everyday life and do not vary it...
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